MEMORANDUM FOR: Chief, Safe House Procurement Branch

SUBJECT: Procurement of Safe House from 27 March through 31 March

1. It is requested that a two-bedroom apartment be reserved at the Presidential Gardens under the daily rate which includes maid service. The apartment should be available from 27 March through 31 March inclusive. The two full bedroom type of apartment is requested and not the type with roll-away beds.

2. The apartment will be occupied by:
   - Mr. Salvat
   - Mr. Varela
   - Mr. Ignacio

   and will be used for conferences with them.

3. Can the reservation be made under the name of Salvat without mentioning the other two names?

4. The allotment number to be charged is 0135-5050-0286.

J. D. Sisterino
Chief, ODS/4
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